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Development of a Double Stage End Hall Thruster
using Radio Frequency Discharge
Propulsion systems with high performance are required to realize challenging missions like
deep space explorations and/or manned interstellar missions to the Moon and/or to the Mars.
To meet those demands, a Double Stage Electric Thruster (DS-ET) is proposed and tested.
The feature of the DS-ET is to enable to control thrust and specific impulse separately during
missions. The VASIMR(VAriable Specific Impulse Magneto-plasma Rocket) has been developed
for the same controllability of the thruster performance, but it needs higher electric power(> 100
kW) to be realized.
The objective of this study is to develop a new DS-ET that operates in middle electric power
range between 5 and 20 kW for upcoming new space era. So far, the DS-ETs have been developed
in low power range less than 3 kW, or the VASIMR with extremely high power range such as 200
kW. As increasing complexities of space missions, high power electric propulsions over 5 kW have
been required. In fact, all electrical artificial satellites with only electric propulsions (EPs) have
shown its potential to arrive at GEO. In addition to the high power EP researches, utilization of
alternative propellant other than expensive rare gas like Xenon and Krypton is required for low
cost propulsion systems. It is expected that DS-ETs with ionization stage and acceleration stage
separately are operated with various propellants, widely distributed gas like nitrogen, oxygen,
and argon, resulting in improvement of thruster performance. It will be possible to extend
mission duration by using local fuel procuration.
A newly developed DS-ET is designed by combining Radio Frequency(RF) plasma source with
an End Hall ion source. An RF plasma source works as a production section, and an End Hall
ion source works as an acceleration section. The produced plasma in the production section
is transported to the acceleration section and electrostatically accelerated. Magnetic circuit of
the thruster consists of ferromagnetic metal SUS430 and 2 types of permanent magnets. Alnico
magnets are set over the production section, and generates axial magnetic field in the order of
several mT, which assists the RF plasma (or Helicon plasma) ignition. Samarium Cobalt(SmCo)
magnets are attached to the thruster head, and make a radial magnetic field. By the interaction
of this magnetic field and axial electric field by the End Hall ion source, azimuthal Hall current
is induced in front of the thruster, and ions are accelerated to the axial direction. Besides, the
cusp magnetic field extended around the anode makes a magnetic shielding configuration and
protect the anode from the sputtering.
Production area is made of a 40-mm diameter, 130-mm long Pyrex tube wounded by a 9
turn RF loop antenna connected to a MOSFET inverter power supply whose driven frequency
is between 100 kHz and 400 kHz with a maximum power of 25 kW. When compared with a
conventional 13.56 MHz RF plasma source, advantages of the MOSFET power supply are as
follows. First, a large RF power can generate with higher efficiency in the low frequency regime,
which consequently allows the power supply size smaller and lighter. Second, an RF power is
more absorbed due to the thicker skin depth effect, and denser plasma can be made. The third,
power loss related to the RF discharge can be suppressed. In general, ferromagnetic metals and
dielectric materials are used at the same time in an RF discharge, and core loss such as hysteresis
losses and eddy-current losses, or dissipation occur. These losses are larger as the RF frequency
becomes higher. Since a Hall thruster consists of ferromagnetic metals and dielectric materials,
a Hall thruster is essentially incompatible to a conventional RF discharge with the RF frequency
of several 10 MHz. On the other hand, the loss becomes smaller in the case of the RF discharge
using several 100 kHz.
The thruster is attached to a 40-cm-diameter and 60-cm-long cylindrical stainless steel vacuum
chamber, and the operational pressure is between 0.8 and 1.8 mTorr.
Experiments are conducted with Langmuir probe measurement, ion energy measurement, and
thrust measurement. In the first setting, it is clarified that very high density argon plasma of 7
×1013 cm−3 is successfully produced. Its production efficiency is over 1× 1013 cm−3/kW, which
is higher than conventional helicon plasma sources using 13.56 MHz RF power supply. Large
potential drop is observed between the anode and the cathode, which implies that plasma is
electrostatically accelerated in this region. Moreover, it is found that this potential drop can
be regulated by the anode voltage. Ion energy also increases with the anode voltage, and the
maximum value attains to 60 eV. This corresponds to 30 % of voltage utilization efficiency.
Although measured thrust shows same tendency as the ion energy, maximum thrust retains low
at 9 mN and thrust to power ratio F/P is less than 2 mN/kW.
The first experiments mentioned above show that the double stage End Hall thruster operates
as both an electrostatic thruster and a variable specific impulse thruster. However, the first
setting shows low thruster performance. To improve the performance, various modifications
have been performed. At first, in order to strengthen the radial magnetic field, SmCo magnets in
the thruster head were replaced to Neodymium(Nd) magnets. Secondly, a cathode position was
moved closer to the thruster axis in order to supply more electron into the thruster. Thirdly, the
production section became shortened and a Nd magnet was attached on the back plate to suppress
plasma loss to the plate. Finally, an electric circuit was modified to apply more voltage between
the anode and the cathode. As results of the all modifications, thruster performance have been
increased. Ion energy of 100 eV has been obtained when 210 V of anode voltage is applied, which
is over 50 % of voltage utilization efficiency. Maximum thrust is 24 mN, and specific impulse
attained to near 1200 seconds, which corresponds to three times larger performance than those
of the first setting. From these results, it can be said that this thruster performance is strongly
dependent on the performance of the acceleration section. To improve the acceleration section,
it is important to design radial magnetic field strength and an electron source carefully.
This thruster can operate in both Single Stage(SS) mode and Double Stage(DS) mode, and
the DS mode shows about 45 % higher performance than the SS mode. In previous studies, no
performance difference has not been reported between the SS mode and the DS mode. Thus,
it can be said that the performance difference in the two modes is the unique feature of the
double stage End Hall thruster and that it is the world’s first Double Stage electric thruster that
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operates over 5 kW.
In this study, electrical power of the production section is set with larger than that of the
acceleration section unlike other studies. This allows denser plasma production in the production
section than that in the acceleration section. As a result, larger ion beam can be expelled in the
DS mode than in the SS mode, which affects total thruster performance. Furthermore, it is found
that discharge current oscillation phenomena was clearly suppressed by superimposing the RF
discharge. In the SS mode, the oscillation with about 30 kHz was observed, which corresponds
to the oscillation related to the ionization instability. This oscillation phenomena has been the
large problem for Hall thruster studies for a long time because it causes unstable operation of
Hall thrusters. In this study, it is shown that it is effective to add RF discharge for the stable
operation of Hall thrusters.
As a concluding remark, the double stage End Hall thruster that operates over 5 kW is devel-
oped as a new type of the DS-ET in this study. Argon plasma is produced with applying a high
power RF discharge driven around 300 kHz under a weak magnetic field, and the obtained plasma
density is 7 ×1013 cm−3 in the DS mode. The production efficiency is over 1× 1013 cm−3/kW,
which is higher than a conventional helicon plasma source using 13.56 MHz RF power source.
Since this high density can be obtained in the production section, thruster performance in the DS
mode is about 45 % higher than in the SS mode. As a consequent, it has become possible that
this newly developed End Hall thruster operates literally as the Double Stage thruster. Besides,
other measurements have clarified that ion energy and thruster performance can be controlled
by applied voltages. This implies that this thruster can select the operation mode according to
mission situations and optimize its performance. Although there still remains many challenges
that must be addressed to ameliorate the performance, this study has shown potentials of the
high power double stage End Hall thruster.
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????. ?????????? kN???MN????????????????, ?????
?????????????????????, ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????. ???, ?????????, ?????
???????300 ∼ 400??????, ????????????????????.
??, ?????????????????, ????????? µN??? N???????
???????, ??????????????????, ?????????????????.
????, ?????, ???????????????????, ??????????????
?????????????????????????. ????, ?????????????
??????????????????. ???????????, 2010????? ITOKAWA
??????????????? JAXA?????????????????????????
? µ10?????? [24].
???????, 3?????????????????????. ??, ??????????
???????, ????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? [25], ??????????? [26], ??????????????
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????, ??????1000??????. ??, ???????, ??????????????
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?????, ????????????????????, ??D??????? l??????
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?????? [40]????????????, ?????????????????????. ?
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?????????????????????. ??????, ??????? 20??????
???????????? [42]????, ??, ????????????, ?????????
?, ?????????????????????. ??????????, ?????????
???????????????????????. ???, Helicon Double Layer Thruster?
?, ??????????????????????? (N2O)???????, ????????
?????????????? (NH3)??????, ???????? (CH4) ??? (N2)???
?????????? [43]. ?????, ?? (H2)???? (D2)???? VASIMR??? [44],
????? 6????? (SF6)?????????????????????????????
PEGASAS??????? [45]???. ??????, ??????????? (?? N2 ???
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???, ??????, Xe? Kr?????????????????????????????
????. ??????, ???????????, ?????????????????, ???
???????????, ???????????????????????. ????????
???????????????????????????????, ????????????
???????????????. ???, ???????????????????, ?????
?????? 1 kg??? 100 ?????? [47]???????????, ??????????
???????. ????, ???????????????????????????????
????????, ?????????????????????????.
?????, Xe???????? Ar????????????, ?????????????
???????. Ar?Xe???, ????????????, ??????, ?????????
???Xe??????????????????????, ?????, ???????????
????. ???, Ar??????????????????????????, ???????
?? Xe??????????????, ?????????????????????????
????????????. ???, Xe???? 131???, Ar????? 40?????, Xe+
???????????????????????? Ar+ ????????. ????????
??????????????, ?????????????????????????????
????????.
??????????????? 2????. 1??, Xe? Kr????????? Ar???
????????????????????, ????????????, ?? 1???????
?????????????. ???????????????, ?????, ???? 25 kW, ?
???? 100 ∼ 400 kHz?MOSFET??????????????????????????
??????, End Hall???????????????????? End Hall????????
??????, ????????????????.
???????????????. ? 2???, ??????????????, ? 3???, ?
????????????????. ? 4???, ?????????????????????
??????, ? 5???, Hall?????????????????? End Hall???????
?????????????. ? 6???, ??????????????????????, ?





??????????? (α??)???, ????????????, ????????????
????? [5].????????, ?????????, ????, ?????, ????????
?????. ????????????????????????????, ??? 100 kHz??
? 10 MHz, ???? 100 MHz?????????? [48].
???????, ??????????????????????, ????????????
???????????. ???, ??????????????????, ??????????
??????, ???????, ???????????????????, ??????????









= qE −mvν (2-1)
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?????, ????? d????, L < d/2???, ?????, ??????????????
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????. ?????????, ????????????????????, ?????????
?????????????????????, ??????????????????????
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???, ??????????????? 13.56 MHz, 27.12 MHz, 40.68 MHz??????. ?
????????????????????? (Capacitively Coupled Plasma: CCP)?????
?, ??????????????????? εp????????????, ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????.
??????????????????????, ??????????????? ni > ne, ?
???????????????? ni ≈ ne ?????????????. ???????, ??
??????????. ??????, ????????, ?????????, ????????
??, ??????????. ????, ?????????, ????????????????
????????????????. ?????????????????, ???? 1 ∼ 5 cm,
?? ∼ φ100 cm??????????????????, ????? 20 ∼ 200 W, ??? 10 ∼












(Inductively Coupled Plasma: ICP)???.
???????????????? E ???????? (E ?????)???????, ??
?????????H ????????????? (H ?????)???. ?????????
?????????, ????????????????????????, ?????????
????????? E????????????????????. ???, ?????????
??????? E ???????H ??????????????????, ????????
????????????????????????????????? [46 - 48].




??????, ?????????????, ??????????????, ???????. ?
??????????????????, ????????????????? ECR?????
?????????????????????. ?????, ????????????????
???, ????? 2.45 GHz??????? 87.5 mT?????????????, ??? RF
??? (??, ??????? 13.56 MHz)? 10 mT??????????????????. ?
?????????????????, CCP???????, ????????????????
????, ??? 5Te??? ICP??????????????, ?????? (∼ 1 kW??)?
???????? (∼ 1018 m−3)????????????? [53].
2.3.1 ??????????????????
?? [54]????, ?????? B0 = Bz0zˆ ??????????????????????
?????. ?????????m?????????? (E ∝ exp j(ωt−mθ − k · r))????
??, ????????????????. ???, m?????????????m > 0, ???




= q [E(r, t) + vcp ×B0] (2-8)
????, ????????????,
jωv˜cpx = − q
me
E˜x − ωccpv˜cpy (2-9 a)
jωv˜cpy = − q
mcp
E˜y − ωccpv˜cpx (2-9 b)
jωv˜cpz = − q
mcp
E˜z (2-9 c)
??, cp = i, e???, ωccp = eBz0/mcp ???????????????????????. ?














?? J = −en0v?Maxwell??????????????????
∇× H˜ = jωε0E˜ + J˜ ≡ jω↔ε p · E˜ (2-11)
????, ????????????.
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κp · E˜ = 0 (2-18)
???, ???????????????? k0 = ω/c?, ??? ω??? c??????. ???
???????,
k2z 0 −kxkz




















k ? B ?????? θ, k = |k| ????, kz = k cos θ, kx = k sin θ ????. ???, ???





N2 cos2 θ − κ⊥ κ× −N2 cos θ sin θ
−jκ× N2 − κ⊥ 0
−N2 cos θ sin θ 0 N2 sin2 θ − κ‖
 = 0 (2-20)
????????, ?????N ??????????????????.
aN4 − bN2 + c = 0 (2-21)
??,





sin2 θ + κ‖κ⊥
(








?? k???B ????? θ????, N2 ???? 2? (????????? 2????)??
?, N ??????, ?????, N ??????, ?????????????????.
????, θ?????????. ???, ? (2-22 b)?? (2-22 c)?????????, ????
? 2????????????????.
κr = κ⊥ − κ× (2-23 a)






ω (ω − ωce) (2-24 a)
κl = 1−
ω2pe
ω (ω + ωce)
(2-24 b)





ω (ω − ωce) −
ω2pi








ω (ω − ωci) (2-25 b)
? (2-21), (2-22)? cos2 θ + sin2 θ = 1??,












(a) ??????????????? (k ‖ B0)








κ‖ = 0?, E ‖ B0 ??????????????????, ? 2?? 3???????????.
N2r = 1−
ω2pe
ω (ω − ωce) (2-28 a)
N2l = 1−
ω2pe
ω (ω + ωce)
(2-28 b)
ωce???????, ? (2-28 a)?????? (R?)?, ? (2-28 b)?????? (L?)????
?????. ? (2-28 a)? ω = ωce ??????????, ???????????.
(b) ??????????????? (k ⊥ B0)







?????, ?????????????????, ?? Bz0zˆ ??????????. ????
? B0 ?????????, ??? (O?)???????. ? 2???, E ⊥ B0 ?? k ‖ xˆ??
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???, R?? L???????????. ???, R????? ω = ωce ??????????,











ω (ω − ωce) −
ω2pi








ω (ω − ωci) (2-32 b)
ωce, ωci > 0?? ni = ne ?????, R?, L?????????
N2r = 1−
ω2p
(ω − ωce) (ω + ωci) (2-33 a)
N2l = 1−
ω2p
(ω + ωce) (ω − ωci) (2-33 b)







ω (ω − ωce) −
ω2pi




















?????, X?? 2?????? R?? L?????????, ??????????? ωUH




























c ≡ vA = B0√
µ0nimi
(2-37)
???. ?? vA ?????????? (Alfve´n Wave)???, ???????????????
???????.
? 3-1: ?????????????
? ??? (k=0) ??? (k=∞)
??? (R?)





























??? (O?) ω = ωp ?????
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Barkhausen???????????? [55]. ??, ????????????????????
?????????????, ???????? (whistler tone)?????. ????, 1???
???? 1 kHz????????????????????, ????????????????
??????????. ?? Barkhausen?, ???????????????????????
??????????????????, ?????????????????????????
??????. ???, ? 1??????????????????????????????”
???”???????????????????, ???? 100 km???Heavyside?????





??????????????????? [56]. ???, Storey???, ???????????




?, ?????????? [58]. ???, Rose????????? [59]?, Libchaber?????
? [60]???????????????????. 1964???, Lege´ndy [61]??? Klosenberg,
McNamara, Thonemann?????? [62]???, ????????????????????
??????????????????. ????????, Harding? Thonemann?????
???????????????????????? [63].
???, ????????????????????????, Gallet???????????
??? ZETA ?????????????????????????????? [64]. ???,
Lehane?Thonemann?, ? 2-3?????? 15 MHz, 3 kW????????, m = 0, 1???
??????? RF??????????????????, 50 mT?????????????
?????, ???????????????????????? [65]. ????????, 10 ∼
23
? 2-3 Lehane? Thonemann???????????????? [65]
70 mTorr?????????, ???? 3 ∼ 5 × 1012 cm−3, ???? 1 ∼ 2 eV???????
?????. ???, Flinders??? Boswell???????????????????, ?? 38
mTorr??, ?? 5 cm?? 55 cm????????? 115 mT????????, 8.5 MHz??
???????????????????????, 3× 1013 cm−3 ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????? [56], 1970???,
1.5 mTorr????????????????????????????????, 1012 cm−3 ?





??????, ??????????????????????????. ????, ?? [68]
????????????? B0 = B0zˆ ?????????????????, ? (2-6), (2-7)?
??? (2-8)??, ??????????????. ωci ≪ ω ≪ ωce??????????, ???
????, ?????????????????????????, E × B ??????, ???
???. ??, ? (2-6)??????????????????????????. ???, ???
24
?? Ez ????????, ???????????. ??, ?????????????????





????????, ??????? ∂/∂θ → im, ∂/∂z → ikz, ∂/∂t→ iω????,



























∇2B + α2B = 0 (2-40)
????, ????????????????.



















???????, ?????? n0 ??? k, ????? ω, ?????? B0 ? 3???????
















Bz = 0 (2-42)
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???, A ≡ iC1/(2k⊥)????, Br, Bθ, Bz ?,
Br = C2Jm−1(k⊥r) + C3Jm+1(k⊥r) (2-49)
Bθ = i(C2Jm−1(k⊥r)− C3Jm+1(k⊥r)) (2-50)
Bz = C1Jm(k⊥r) (2-51)































sin (mθ + kzz − ωt) (2-53)
Bz = 2Ak⊥Jm(k⊥r) sin (mθ + kzz − ωt) (2-54)
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???. ???????? jr = 0?????, ????? Br = 0???. ??, ???????,
?????????????, ?????????. ??, ????????????????, ?
????????????????????, ???????????????? Eθ = 0???.
??, ????????? Ez ????????, Eθ = −(ω/k)Br = 0???. ?????, ???
?? Br = 0????????. ????? r = a?, Br = 0???, ? (2-52)????????
????????,




???. ???????m = 0?????, ???,
Br(a) = J0(k⊥a) = 0 (2-57)
???. ???????????, 0??? 1? Bessel????????????, k⊥a ∼ 3.83,
7.01, 10.17, · · · ???????. ??, ?????? k⊥ ??????? 1?, 2?, 3?????
?????, j??????????? k⊥j ????????.
2.3.2.3 ???????????????
?????????, ???? 2-42?????Bessel???????????, ??????m
???, ????????????????????????. ???? 2-4?? 2-5??? [68].
??, ?????????????, ? 2-6???m = 0??????????????????
?????????????????? [69]. m = 0???????, fne/B ????????
k‖????????. k‖??????, ????? a?????????, fne/B???????
?. ????, ??????????, ???????, ?????, ??????????? RF
?????????, ???????. ??????? 2-7??? [70]. ??????, ? 2-7??
(a)???????? (f)???????????m = 0????, (b)Boswell???? (????
?)? (c)??????????????m = ±1?????????. ??, (d)?????? III
??????, 4????????????????????, ????????m??????
????? (??m = ∓1??????). (e)??????????????, ????????
???, m = 1????m = −1??????????????????????. ??, ? 2-8
27
????????????????, ???????????????????????????
???????????, ?????????m = 0,±1,±2???????, ????????
?????????????? [71].
? 2-4 ???????????????????????? (m = 0???)
(a)??????? (b)??? (kz/α = 1/3 (?), 1 (?)) [68]
28
? 2-5 ???????????????????????? (m = 1???)
(a)??????? (b)??? (kz/α = 1/3) [68]
29
? 2-6 ???????????????????? [69]
30










? 3-1?, ??????????????. ????, ?? 400 mm, ?? 600 mm??????
??????. ????ULVAC?D-330DK??????????ULK-06A?????????
????????, ??????, 2.0× 10−6 Torr???. ?????????????????
??????????????????????, ??????????????????. ??
??????? Ar???????? 42 sccm???, ??????????, 1.9 mTorr???.
???, ?????????, ????????????????????????? End Hall?
??????????, ????????????? TG1110VA(???? 1100 L/s)?????.
????????????????????????????, ?????? 8.0 × 10−7 Torr?
???, ??????????????????, ????????? 72 sccm??? Ar???
??????????????????. ??, ???????????, ?????? SEC-E40
?, O2 ?????????????????. ??, ????????????? Torr????





15KY????. ???, ?????, ???, FET?????, ?????????. ? 3-3??
????????????????? 6??MOSFET???????????????????
???????, ?????????????????????????, ??????????
2???????. ????, ?????? FET??????????????????????
?????, MOSFET1????? 150 A????????????????????. ??, ?
???????? 280 V??????, ????????? 1???? 25 kW??????. ?
??????, ?????????????????????????, 1??????? 2???
??????????, 2??? RF????????????????????? LC????
??????. ????? 1??????N ????????, 2??????? 1??????
??. ?????, ???????????????, 1?????? 2????????????
???????????.
34


















? 3-4 ????????????? [51]
36
???? ?????????????????, 1????????????????????,
?????????????????????????. ??, ???? ω0??????????
??????????????.
f(t) =












sin 5ω0t+ · · ·
)
(3-3)










??, Vc? 1??????????. 2?????????????? I2? RF????????
??? Iant p−p????, I2 = Iant p−p/2
√
2????, ?????? 1?????????, ??
?????????????????????.















???? 3-5?, 1??????? Vc ? 2???????? I2 ??????? [51].
? 3-5 ????????????????????? [51]
37
???, ????????????, ??????? 13.56 MHz, 27.12 MHz???MHz???
?????, ??????????GHz???????????. ???, ??????????
?????????, ??????????????????????????????????
??????. ????????????????????????, ????????????

















??????. ????? νe ?????, ??????????????? νen ????, ???
?? σen ??????????????, ??????????????????.
νen = σenngve ≈ 1.52× 107p
√
Te (3-8)
???, p????? [Pa], Te ????? [eV]???. ??, ??????? Tn = 400 K, ???
? r = 2× 10−10 m??????????.
??, ?????????????? νei ?????, ??????????????????,






















? (3-7)?? νe ?, ????????? νen ? νei ?????????????????. ???
???????????????????????????????????????? δ???
?????? 3-6???. ????????????????, ???????????????
38
? 3-6 ?????????




???????????. ???, ??????????????, ? 3-7???????????
???? MHz??????, ?????????????????????. ??, ??????
?????????, ?????????????????????? [72]. ??, ???????
?????????????????? 90 %??????, ?????? 150 kg, ??????







? 3-7 ??????????? [72]
40
3.2 ????
3.2.1 ????????? (Data acquisition system)
?????, LeCroy????????waveace2024?????????????????,???
????? National Instrument? LabVIEW(Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering
Workbench??)?????????????????? PC???????. ????????






?????? 3-9???????????????? [73]?, ????????, ???????
?????????????, ? 3-10??????, ???????????????, ????
????????????????????????????? [74]. ?????, ??????
??? 10 ms?????, ????????????????????????????????
?????????, ????????????????????, ?????????????
???????????????. ?????????????????? 3-11???. ????







??????????. ??????????, ????????, ?????????????
?????, ??????????????????????. ????????????, ???
???????????. ??????????????.







m???????? h????????????. ??????? 3-12???.










F∆t = mv = m
√
2gh (3-13)
?????????????????????, ? 3-12????????, ??????????
??????????????. ????, ?????????, ???????????????
??????, ????????, ????????????????????????????.
?????, ? 3-13?????? F∆t? LED?????????????∆VLED[V]????











?????, ?? h = 50 mm??, ?????????? LED?????????? VLED ?
? 3-13???????, ???, ????????? LED????????????, ????






?????, ???????, ????, ??????????????????????, ??
????????????. ????????, ?????????, ???, ???, ?????
????????. ?????, ???????????????????????????, ?
??????????????????, ??, ??????????????????????
??????, ?? 0.9 mm???????????, ?????????????, ??????
????????????????????????. ?????, ??????????, ??
???????????, ????????????????????????????????
??????.
???????????????????, ??????????-100 V?? 200 V????
????, ??????????. ????????????????? I − V ?????. ??,
???????, ???????????, ???????, ?????????? 0 V?????
?. ?? I − V ????????? 3-15????????????????.
??????????????, ???????, ???????? VSWEEP ?????. ??
?, ????????????? VP ?, ??????????.
VP = VSWEEP −RSIP (3-15)
? 3-15 ??????????????
46
?????, ?????? IP ????? RS ?????? VP ?????????????. ?
??, ??????? I ?, ???? Ie?????? Ii???????????????????
??. ???, VP ??????????.
VP = V0 + VS (3-16)
???, V0?, ??????????????????????????. ??, Vs?, ?????
????????????, ??????????????????????.
????????????????? I − V ???? 3-18???. Ip ???????????
????????.
? 3-18 I − V ??
? 3-19 log(Ip)− V ??
47
?????? VP?????????, ?????????????????, ????????
?????? IP????????????? (????????: ? 3-18: a??). ??????
VP ??????, ????????, IP = 0????? Vf (????)????. ???????
???????, ??????????? (??????: ? 3-18: b??), ??????? VS ?



































































?? V > Vs ???????????, ???????? jes ???.
????????, ???????????????????, I − V ???????????
???, ??????????????????, ???????????????. ?????







???. ????, ???? Te ?, ? 3-19?????????????????.
Vs ? Te ?????, ? (3-20)???????????, ??????????. ??????
48
??????? jes ???, ? 3-19????, ????????????????????? 2?
??????????. ??, ????????? Vs ??????.
















???. ????, ??????????????, ????????????????????
???????, ? (3-23)?????????????.
jis = 0.607eniuB (3-23)
uB ?, ????????. ?? (3-23)????????????. ?????????????
??????????????, ?????????????????????????, ???,
??????????????? Φp ????? (3-24)????.
1
2
Mu2B = eΦp (3-24)
????????? uB =
√





??????????????????????????? nis ?, ?????????????
nb ????
nis = nbe
−Φp/Te ≈ 0.607nis (3-26)
??, ???????????, ??????????????????, ???????? I−V
??? 2??????????????. ???, ????????????, ????? ni ??









E · d−→l =
∫
c















E · d−→l (3-28)















NA???????????????, ω?????????????, ?????????, ??
?????????????????, ?????????????????.
???????????????????, ?? 0.2 mm???????????????? 4.5
mm????? 20??????. ??????????, z, r, θ? 3????????????
???. ?????? 0.2 mm???????????????????, z???????? 4.5




????????????? 100 ns, ????? 10.6◦ ????????? 50 Ω???????
??????????????. ?????????, 10 MS/s (50 µs/div)??????????
???????????. ?????????????????, DAQ????, PC?????
?, ???, ? 3-32??????MATLAB?? FFT?????, ??????????????
???????????, ????????????????????, ????????. ??
50
????????.
??????? i(t), ????????? b(t), ???? FFT??????? I(ω), B(ω)??,
?????? I∗(ω), B∗(ω)???. ???, ????????, ???????????????
????????.
PSD(I) = I(ω) · I∗(ω) (3-31)
PSD(B) = B(ω) ·B∗(ω) (3-32)








PSD(I) · PSD(B) =
Re{CSD(I,B)}2 + Im{CSD(I,B)}2
PSD(I) · PSD(B) (3-34)








??, ???????, ???????????????????, ??????????????
?. ??, ?????????, ??????????????????, ???????????











??????? End Hall???????????, ????????????????????
??????????, Retarding Field Energy Analyzer(??, RFEA???)????Retarding
Potential Energy Analyzer(??, RPEA???)????, ?????????????? (Ion
Energy Distribution Function,?? IEDF?????)????. ???,???????????.








??????????????????????. ?????, ??????????? VD ??
?????????????????????, ?????????????????. ???,
?????????????????????, ??????????????????????
?. ?????, ?????????-80 V, ???????-50 V??????. ??, ?????
??????????? -30 V?? 250 V????????, ? 2 ms?????????. ??
????, ????? 300 V????????, ??????????????????? 250 V
?????, ???????? 250 V?????. ? 3-24??????????????. RFEA
???????????????, ????????????????????????????,
?????, 2????????, ??????????????????.????????, ??
?????????????????????????????????????, 2?????
???????????????????, ?????, 2?????????????, 2???
??????????????? [76].
?? RFEA?????????????????????????????????????
??????. ????????????? λD ?????????????????. ????
?????????? λD ???????, ????????????????????????
??????????????, ?????? λD ?????????????????????
?????????, ??????????????????. ???????, ???????








??????. ????????, ??????????????, ???? Te = 5 eV?, ???
??? 5× 1011 cm−3 ???????, ????? λD ≈ 23 µm???. ???????????







RFEA??????, ?????? 3-25??????????????????. ??????
????????????? R1 Ω, R2 Ω, C1 F, C2 F????, ???????? τ1 = R1C1 s,
τ2 = R2C2 s???. ??, ???????? G?????,
















???. ?????, ???????????????????????? 2??????.
G =




− 1jωC2R1 (f ≫ f2, f2 = 12piτ2 )
(3-39)
????, ?????, ? 3-25????????????????????????, ?????







??????. ???, Sc ???????, f(v)???????????, vmin ?, ??????
































?????, ???? 10 ms???, ???????? 2 ms????????????, ???
???????????R1, R2???? C1, C2????????????, ?????????
????????. ????, ???????????????, Vbias − Ic?????, MATLAB
?????????????, ??????????? dIc/dVbias? Vbias???????, ???






????, ? 4-1?????????, MOSFET?????????????????????
?????????????, ?????????????????????. ????????,
???????????????????, ?????????????????, ??????
??????????????, ?????? 4-2?????????????. ??, ?????
??????, ????????? ULVAC? D-330DK?????????? ULK-06A???






???????????, ?? 70 mm?? 180 mm? Pyrex?? 9????????????
???????, ?????????? 200 mm?? 330 mm? 95 mm???????????
?????. ????? Ar??????, ????? 14 sccm?? 43 sccm???, ??????
???????, 0.7 mTorr?? 1.8 mTorr???. ??????????????? 1????
?????????????????????????. ?????? 4:1?, ????????
? 300 kHz???????. ????? 100 V?? 250 V?? 50 V?????????, ???





????????. ???????? ηp ?, ????????meve = −eE/νei ???????



























? (4-2)?????????????????? ne ????????, ??????? Te ??
?????????????????. ? 4-5??????????????????????,
????????????????????????????????????. ???????
?????, ?????????????????, ??????????????. ??, ???
???????????????????? S = E ×H ??????. ???????????
???????????????????, ??????????????????????. ?
??, ???????????, ??????????????, ???????????????
?????. ???????, ??????????????????, ????????????
?????.
??, ???????????????????????????. ?????, ??????
Z = 0 cm???, ?????-15 cm????????? 15 cm???????????????
?. ? 4-6????????????????, ? 4-7???????????.
? 4-6????????? Z = -15 cm????????????, ????????????
?????. ?????? 10 kW????????? 1013 cm−3 ??????? Ar?????
?????. ??????????????????, ???????????????????
?????????. ??????, ?????????, ?????????????????
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???????. ? 4-7???????, ? 4-4???????, ???????????????
??????????????, ?????????????????. ?????, ??????
??????????????????, ?????????????????????????.
??????????????????, ?????????????????????????





??, ??????????????????????????. ? 4-8????, ?????
????? 7 mT????? 1 kW?????????????????, ??????????
?????????????????. ??, ???????????????????????
? 4-9???. ??, ????????????????, ??????????????????
??????????. ??????, ??????? RF?????????????????
????, ??????????? 9??????????????????. ???, ?? 5 cm
?????????, ??????????????????????????????????.
???, ??????????, ?????????????????????????????
???. ?????, ? 4-9???????????????????????????????
??, ? 4-8??????????????????????????????????????








?, ?? 20 cm?????????????????????????????. ? 4-10???
??????????????. ????????????, ????????????????,
?? 50 mN, ??? 2000??????. ???, ? 4-6?????????????????, ?
??????????????, ?????????????????????????????
????. ??, ? 4-11???????????, ?????????????????????
?, ??????????????. ?????, ??????????, ???????????
????????????????????.
??, ???????????. ??, ?????????????????????, ????
??????????????????, ???????????????????. ? 4-12??
??, ?????????????????????????, 15 mT??????????, 20
mT?????? 3.8 mN/kW???????. ????????????, 20 mT??????
????????, 3 %????????. ????????, ????????????????
???, ???????? 15 ∼ 20 mT????????????????????????. ?













????????. ???, ????-15 cm?? 15 cm????, ??????????????
?? 12 cm???????????? ±7 cm???????. ? 4-13?, ??????????
????????????. ??, ??????????, ?????????????????
????, ??????????????????????????. ???????, ????
????????? RF??????????????????????, ??????????
?????????????. ???, ???????, ??????????????????
??????, ???????????????, ???????????????. ???, ??
??????????????????????????????. ?????????????
????????????. ??????????, ???????????, ???, ???, ?
??? 3??????????.
? 4-14????????????, ? 4-15????????????, ? 4-16???????
?????????????????. ??????????????, ???????????
????, ???????????, ???????????????????. ??, ?????




RF??????????????????. ???????, 14 mT?? 21 mT???????
?, ???????????????????????. ???, ??????????????
??????. ????????, ?????????????????, ??????????
????????????, ???????????????, 10 ∼20 mT??????????
???????.
???, ??????? 14 mT??????????????, ? 4-17???? 0??? 1?
???????????????????? k⊥?????, k⊥ = 44.3 m−1???, ??????
???? rp ?, 8.6 cm???. ????, ???????? BA = const.??????????
? 7.8 cm???????. ????? 21 mT?????????????, ?????????
??????, ????????????????????????????. ??, ?????

















????, ???, ??, ?????????, ?????????????????????
???. ?????, 300 kHz?????MOSFET????????????????????
?, ???????????? 10 ∼ 20 mT?????????????. ??????????
??????????????????, ? 11 mT???? Ar??????????????
?????? [50]. ???, ?? VASIMR????????????????????? 16 mT
?????????????????????? [78]. ??????????????????,
Washington??? J. Prager????? High Power Helicon thruster???????, ????
0.5 ∼ 1 MHz???????????????????????????, ??????????
??? [79], ?????????????????? [80]. ????????????????, ?
??????????????????????????. ??????????, ??????
??????????????????????. ??????, 2???? 2-3???????
ωci ≪ ω ≪ ωce ??????????????. ?????????????????????,
???????????????????????????????????, ????????
?. ?????????????, ?????????????, ????????, ??????
?????????? 3?????. ????????, ??????????????????
??????????, ?????????????????????????????????
???????? [81]?, ?????? [82]???????. ????????????????
????? 13.56 MHz?????????????????????????????, ? 4-18
????????????????. ??????????????????????, He? Ne
???????????????, ????????????????????????, ???
???????????????????. ??, 300 kHz?????????????????
????????, ??????????????????. ????????????????,
????????, ????????????????????. ????, Kr? Xe?????
?????????????????, ?????????????????????. ???, ?
?????????????????????????????. ?????????, ????
???????????, ? 4-9?????????????????????, ? 4-12????
????????????????. ?????, ?????????????????????
?????????????????????. ???, ???????????, ???????
??????????, ???????????????????????????????. ?
?????????, VASIMR??????????????????????????????




??????????????????, ??????????. ????, ????????, ?
???????????????????? [51]. ?????, ?????, ?????????
Hall???????? Jθ ×BR?????????????????, ????????????
???.
4.5 ???
?? 25 kW, ????? 300 kHz?MOSFET???????????, ??????????
??????????. ??????????.
• 10 kW??????????Ar???????????, ???????? 1.2×1013 cm−3
?????????????. ???, ???????????, ????????????
???????, ????????????????????????????.
• ??????????, ??????? 10 ∼ 20 mT?????????????????









??????????????????, ???????? Hall???????????, ??
?????????? 1????????, ????????????????????, ???
??????????. ????, ??????????, Hall?????????. Hall???
??? 5-1????????????????????????? [83]. ???????????
??????????????????????????, ?????????????????
??, ??? Hall???????. ?? Hall??????????????, ?????????
??????????????. ?????, Hall????????????????? Hall?
??????????. Hall?????, ??????????????????????, ???
?????, ??, ???????????????????????????.
Hall?????, ????????????????????????? (????)????
? (?????????)??????. ? 5-2??????????????????????
??????????? THT-VI?????? TALT-2? [84], ???????????????
???????? [85]. ??????????????, ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????. ??, ?????????
????????????????, ???????????????????????????
????????????????????. ????????, ????? (BN)???????
????????, ???????????????????, ???? 2????????, ??
?????????????????. ???, ??????????????????????
?, ????????????????????????????. ??, ???????????
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? 5-1 Hall??????? [83]
????, ????????????????????, ??????????????????
???. ?????, ????????????????????, ?????????????
?????????. ??????????????????, ???????????????
???????Ar?O2??????????????????????, ??????????
?????. ???, ??????????????????????, ????????????
????????????. ??, ????????????????????, ????????
????????????. ????, ? 5-3??????, ?????????????????
???, ??????????????????????, ???????????Wall-less??
Hall????????????, ?????????????????????????? [86].
??, ?????????? Hall????????????, JAXA?????, ???????
?????????, ????????????????RAIJIN(Robust Anode-layer Intelligent
Thruster for Japan IN-space propulsion system)??????? [87].
????? Hall???????? End Hall???????? Hall?????????. End
Hall?????, ????????????????????????????, ???????
????????, ??????. ??, ? 5-5 ?????????????????????
???????. ?????, H. R. Kaufman? R. S. Robinson?? 1989?????????
(US4862032A)???????, ?????????????, ???????????????
74
? 5-2 (a)???????????? Hall????? (b)???? Hall???? [84], [85]
75
? 5-3 (a) Wall-less? Hall??????? (b) Wall-less? Hall??????? [86]
? 5-4 End Hall??????? [89]
76
????????????????? [88], Kaufman & Robinson Inc. (K&R)????????
?????????? [89]. ???, End Hall???????????????????????
???, ??????????? N. Oudini????? 2?????????? [90], [91]. ???
?????, End Hall???????????????, ??????????????????
?, ?????????????????????????????.
???Hall?????, 2000??Princeton???Y. Raitses??????Hall?????, ?
5-5??????End Hall?????????????????????????????? [92].
??????????, ???? Hall???????, ???????????????????
?????????. ???????, End Hall??????????????????, ???
????????????. ??, ??????????????, ??????????????
?????????????. ?????????????, 50 kg?????????????,
100 W?????????????? Hall???? TCHT5????????????????
??? [84].
? 5-5 ??? Hall??????? [92]
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5.2 Hall???????
Hall?????, ????????????, ????????????????????, ?
??????????????????????????????, ?????????????
????????????. Hall?????????????, ???????????????
???, ????????, ????????????????????. ?????????, ?
??????????? 5???????.
1. Ionization Oscillation: 104 − 105 Hz
2. Transit-time Oscillation: 105 − 106 Hz
3. Electron-drift Oscillation: 106 − 107 Hz
4. Electron-cyclotron Oscillation: 109 Hz
5. Langmuir Oscillation: 108 − 1010 Hz
??????, ? 4???? 5??? GHz???????????????????????
???????. ???, 1?? 3????????Hall??????????, 1???????
????????????, 2??????????????????????????????
?????????????3??????????????????????????????
??????. ??? 5???????, ???????????? 1??????????, ?
??????????????????, ????????????????, ????????
????? [37]. ???, ??? Hall??????, ? 5-6(b)????????????????
????????????. ????????????, ???????????? 0?????,
??????????????????????????, ?????????????????
?????, ????????, ????????????????. ?????, ???????
?????????????, Hall?????????????????????????. ??
?????, ? 5-6(c)???????????????????????????? Hall???
????????. ?????????????????????????, ?????????
?????, ??????????????????. ?????, ?????????????
???, ????????????????, ??????????????????. ????
??????????????????????????????????, ?????????
??????????????????????, ?????????????????????
? [93 - 98]. ???, ?????????????????????????, ??? Hall???
78
? 5-6 ????????????? [93]
??????????? 300 ∼ 700 V???????????????????, ???????




??????????, ????????????, ??????????????. ??, ??
??????????????????????????????????? BaO??????
?????????????????????. ?????????????, ????????
??, ????????????????, ?????????????????????, ??,





? BaO?????????????????????, 6??????? LaB6????????
????????????. LaB6 ???????, 1950??? Lafferty???????????
????????????? [99]. ??????????????????????? LaB6??
????????????, ?????? 2.67 eV??????????????. ??, ????
???????????????, ??????????????????, ?????????
???. ??????????, LaB6 ?????????????????? NASA? Jet
79
? 5-7 LaB6 ??????? [101]
? 5-8 RF???? [102]




??? 5-8 ???? RF??????????????, ?? 50 A?????????????
???????? [102].
80
? 5-9 X3 Hall???? [104]
??????????????, 2????? 3?????????????????????




???, ?? 200 kW?????? 3???????X3 Hall?????????, ????? 100








??????????? 5-10???????? [38] [105]. ????, ????????????
?????????????, ??????????????????????????????
??. ????, ???????? [39]???? [106], ECR?? [107], ??????? [40][107 -
81
109], ???, ??????? [110 - 114]????????????????????. ????
???????, ??????????????????? [39], ??????????????
? [116]?, ???????????????????? [117], Galathea???????????
???? SPT-MAG [118]??????????? [40] [113]????????????????,
????????? [119]????????? [120] [121]???????.
???????????? Hall?????????????, ??, ? 5-11????????
?????Galatea???????????????? SPT-MAG?????? [118]. ????
??????????????????????????????????????????, ?
?????????????? 0???????????. ????????????????,
????? 0??????????, ??????????????????????. Yu??,
????????????????????????????????????????????






??, Michigan?????????????????? NASA-173GT?????? [106]. ?
?????? 5-12??????, ????????????????????????????
???????. ???????????????????????????, ????????
????, ????????. ????????, ?????????????????????
????. ??????????????, ?????????? 1????????????
??????? 2????????????????????????. ??????, ????
?????????????????????????? ECR Hall????????????
? [107]. ?????????????????, ? 5-13???????? NASA-173GT???
?? ECR?????????????????????. ?????????????????
???, ECR??????????????????, ??????????? Hall?????
?????????????????????????, ??????????????, ???
?????????????????.
????, ???????????????????? Hall???? (? 5-14) [109] [110]??




????, 1??????? 2??????????????????????????. ???,
???????, 2?????????????????, ?????????????? 300 V
????????????????????????????.
??????????????????, Michgan???????Hall???? (5-15) [111] [112]
?????????????????? HEST(? 5-16)[112 - 114]??????. ???? Hall





? Hall????????, Ar? N2??????????. ??? Xe????????????
??????, ??????? Hall??????????????????????. ?????
?????? HEST????, ?????????????? Hall?????????????
???????????????????????. ???? Ar???????, 13.56 MHz?
?????????????????????, ??????????????????????






??, ?????????????????????????, ??????????????. ?
??, V. Godyak???????, ?????? 2 MHz???????????????????
??, ?????????????, ????????????????????????????
?. ????????????, ?????????????????????????????
???? [123]. ??? Godyak??????????? [123 - 126]?????????????
? [127 - 129]???, ?????????????????????????????. ????
?????Hall?????????????, ID-Hall(Inductive Double stage HALL thruster)?
??????????????Hall????? L. Dubois?????????, ????????
?? [131], [132]. ?? [131]??, ????????????????????????, ????




? 5-10 ?????????? Hall???? [38]
? 5-11 SPT-MAG [131]
84
? 5-12 NASA-173GT [131]
? 5-13 ECR Hall???? [131]
85
? 5-14 ??????? Hall???? [110]
? 5-15 ???? Hall???? [112]
86
? 5-16 ???????????? HEST [113]






?????????????????? Hall?????????. ??????????, ???
?????????????????, ???????????????????. ??????
????????????? 400 mm???, 1?????????? 160 mN????????




???? Hall?????, ????????????, ??????????????????
??????????, ???????, ??????????????????????, ???
???????????????????????. ???, ????????????????
?????? 0.1 ∼ 0.4 MHz?????, ??????????? 13.56 MHz???GHz???
???????????????????, ????????????????????????.




??????. ??? HERMeS Hall?????????????, ?????????????






? 2?????????????????????????. ??, ECR Hall????? 1??
??? 2????????????????????????, ???????????????
????????????????????. ?????, ????????????? 25 kW?
MOSFET???????????, ???????????????????????????
????. ?????, ??????????RF???????????, ??????????
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???????, ??????????????????????. ??, ??????? Hall?
?????, ?????????????, ????????????????????????
??. ?????, ?????????? Hall??????????, Hall??????????
???????????, ?????????????????????.




?????????? ?????????????????. ????, ???????????
????????????????????????????? [133 - 137]?, ????????
?????????????, ??????????, ???, ???????????????.
???, ???? Hall?????????????????????. ????????????
???????????. ????, ???????????????????????????,
????????????????????, ??????????, ????????????
?????. ??????????? Hall???????, ?????????????????
??????, ???????????????????????????, ?????????
?????????????????????????. ?????, ??????????, ??
??????????????, ????????????????????? Hall?????
End Hall???????????????. ???, ?????, ??????????????,
????????????????, ??????????????. ????????, ????
???????????????????, ????????????????????????
???, ????????????. ??????? End????????, ?????????
???????????????, ??, ?????????????????, ????????
?????, ??????????????????????????. ???, End?????
?, ???????, ??????????????????????????????????
??????, ???????????????????????, ?????????????
???? Xe?????????????????????????. ??, End Hall?????
?????????????, Ar, Kr, Xe?????????????????????? [139]
?? O2 [140], N2 [141], ??? CH4 [141]????????????????????, ????
????????. ???, ?????????, ???, ??????????????????





?????????????. ????, ????????????????, ????????




???, ??? End Hall???????????, ???????????????????. ?
?????, ??????????????????????????? Finite Element Method
Magnetics (?? FEMM 4.2)????. FEMM 4.2?, ?????, ???????????, ??
???????????????????????, SUS??????????????????
?????????????????, ??????????????????????????.
???? 5-18?????????????? End Hall???????????. ??????
??????, ????????? RF???????????????DC?????????,
?????????, ?????????????. ?????, ??????????????
???????????? 2??????????? SUS430??????????, ?????
?????????????????, ???????????, ??????????????
?, ??????????????????????????????????. ??????DC
? 5-18 ??????? End Hall????????
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??????, ??????????, ?? 0.5 mm?? 200 mm? 1%????????????
????????, 2? 1??????????????????, ??????????? Hall














????, ?????????????? End Hall????????????????. ? 6-1
????????????????????. ?????????RF??????, ?? 40 mm,
?? 134 mm? Pyrex??, ? 5 mm, ?? 1 mm??????? 9?????????????
???????????. ???????????????, ???????????, ?????
??? Z = -15 cm ?? Z = -8 cm?????. ????????????, MOSFET????
????? 285 kHz???????????, ?????????????????. ?????
???????, ???????? Z = -4 cm ?? Z = -2 cm????????????, ???
????? 40◦ ???. ?????, ????????? SUS430??????, ???????
????????????? 6-1??????????. ??, ???????????????
?????? 5-18??????. ??, ????????????, ? 6-2(a)????, ????
?????????? 6-2(b)????????. ????????, ?????????????,
?????????????, ?????????????????????????. ????
??????, ?????? 1%??????????????????????????? Z =
2 cm ?????????????. ??????????????? 6-1????????, ??
????????????, ??????????????. ??, ???????????, ??
???????? 20 Ω???????????????.
??,????????????????? ULVAC? ULK-06A????????, ????
????????? TG1110VA?????. ?????, Ar???????? 72 sccm????
????????????????????????. ??, ????????????????
sccm?????, ??? Hall?????????????????? Aeq????????. ?
?, ??????????????????? 6-1??????.
92
? 6-1 ??????? End Hall?????????
? 6-2 (a)????????????? (b)??????????????
93
? 6-1: ???????????, Ar????????????????
???? [sccm] 28.0 42.0 56.0 70.0
?????? [Aeq] 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
???? [mg/s] 0.85 1.27 1.69 2.11
???? [mTorr] 0.9 1.3 1.6 2.1
6.1 ????
??????, ??????? Single Stage ??? (SS mode) ? RF ??????? Double
Stage??? (DS mode)? 2????. SS mode??, ? 5-18?DC section?????????
?????????????????, DS mode??, RF section??????????????
????, DC section???????????. ??? 6-3?????????????????
???. ??????????????? 350 V?????????. ???? 300 V?????
????????, ?????-?????? 130 V??????. ???, ? 6-3?????? 10
A??????????????????, ????????????????????, ??-?
????????????????????. ??, ? 6-3? SS mode? DS mode??????
???????, DS mode??? 20 %??????????????. ???, DS mode???
??????, ??????????????????, ??????????????????
????????, ??????????????????????????.
??, ??????????????????????, ?????? 150 V????????
??????? 1 cm???????????????????????????, ? 6-4???
??? SS mode??DS mode??????????????????. ????? 50 µs/div?
??????????? SS mode??????????? 30 kHz?????????????
??????. ???, 5????????????, Hall?????????????????
??????????????????, ?? SS mode??????????????????
?????????????. ???, ??????????? SS mode???????????
??????, ?????????????????. ???, DS mode??, SS mode????
????????????????????????? RF??????, ???, ??????
????????????????????????????????????????. ???
?, DS mode??????????????????, ???????????????????








???, 3??????????????????????? Z = 8 cm???????, ??
?????. ? 6-5?? 6-6? SS mode, ? 6-7?? 6-8?DS mode?????????????
??????????. ??, ???????, ?????????, ????????????,
???? Z = −3cm???????????????????????. ? 6-5?? 6-6??, SS
mode??, ????????, ???????????????????????. ??????
???????????????????????, ????????????????????
??????, ????????? SS mode?????????????, ??????????
End Hall???????????????????????????.
??, DS mode?? SS mode???????, ? 6-7???????, ???????????
?????????, ??? 5 Aeq?????????????. ???, SS mode???, ??
?????????????????????, ??????????????, DS mode???
??, ??????????????????????????, RF????????????
???????????. ??????????????????????, ????, ????
????????????????????????, ???????????????????
???, ??????????????????????, ??? 5 Aeq???????????
?????????. ??, 5 Aeq?????????????, ??????????????
????, ?????????????, ????, ?????????????????????
?????, ???????????????????. ??????, ???????????
????????, ???????????, ???????????????????????
??????. ? 6-8??????, ?????????????, ????????????, ?
????????????????????. ???????????????????????
???, ????????????????????????????????????????.
?????, ???????????????????????????, DS mode??????
???????????????. ???, ????????, ?????????????, DS
mode????????????????????????????. ????????????
???, ??? RF???????????????????????, ???????????
???????????????????. ??, DS mode?????????????????




? 6-5 SS mode??????????????????
? 6-6 SS mode????????????????
97
? 6-7 DS mode??????????????????
? 6-8 DS mode????????????????
98
? 6-9 SS mode? DS mode??????
???? 6-9?, SS mode?DS mode??????????????. ? 6-9????????,
DS mode??? SS mode????????????, SS mode????????? 20 %???
???. ???, SS mode???, ?????????????????????????????
???, DS mode???, ???????????????, ???????????? SS mode
???????, ???????????????????, ?????????? DS mode?
???????, ??????????????????????. ???, ? 6-5? SS mode?
? 6-7?DS mode????????, ?????????????????????. ???, SS
mode??????, ????????????????????, ??????????????
??????????????, ??????????DS mode??????? SS mode???
??, ??????????????, ?????????????????. ??????, DS




??????. ???????????, ? 6-1??????, ?????????? Z = -17 cm
99
???? Z = 20 cm??, ????? Z = 8 cm????, -10 cm ?? 10 cm????????
???. ??, ????????, ?? 10 cm??? 2 cm????? 20 cm?????, ???
?????, ???, ?????? 1 cm?????????. ? 6-10?? 6-11? SS mode? DS
mode????????????????????????????.
? 6-10??, SS mode?????????????????????, DS mode?????RF
?????????????????????????. DS mode????????? SS mode
??? 1???? 3 × 1013 cm−3 ????, ???????????? 13.56 MHz??????
?????????????????? 1× 1013 cm−3/kW?????. ?????, ?????
????, ????????????????????. ???, ??? 6-7??????????
???????????, ???????????????????????????, ????
??????????????????????. ???, ??????????????, ???
??????????????, ?????????????????????????????
??????.
? 6-10 SS mode? DS mode????????????????
100
? 6-11 SS mode? DS mode????????????????
??, ? 6-11????????????, ????????????????????????
?. ???, ??????????????, R = ±3 cm??????????????. ???
???????????????????????, ????????????????????
?????????, ??????????????????????.
? 6-12?? 6-13?, ???????????????????????????????. ?
6-12????, ??????????? 40 V???????????. ??, ?????????
DS mode, SS mode?????, ?????????????????????????????
???????????. ??, ? 6-13??????? 8 cm????????????, ? 6-11
???????????????????? 30 V??????. ??????????????
?????????, ????????????????, ?????????????????
?????????, ???????????????????????, ??????????
?????????. ??, ???? 2.1 mTorr??????????????????????
?? 1.44 cm???, ???????????????????????????????. ??
?, ??????????????????????, ???????????????? Z = -5
cm?????? Z = 2 cm?????????????????????????.
101
? 6-12 SS mode? DS mode???????????
? 6-13 SS mode? DS mode???????????
102
??, ?????????????????????????????????, ? 6-14??
6-15???. ????????????? 6-12????????????????. ?????
????, ???????????????????, ????? 70 V???????. ??, ?
?????, ??????????????????, ?????, ??????????????
???????????????????????. ???, ? 6-15??????, ??????
???, DS mode??? SS mode???? 10 V?????. ??????, DS mode?????
????????????????????. ??, ?????????, ??????????
????????????????, DS mode??? SS mode??? 20 %?????????
?. DS mode??? SS mode???????????????????, ??????????
??????????????????????. ??, ? 6-3?? 6-4??????? DS mode
???????? SS mode????????????, ??????????????????
??, ?????????????????????????. ???????????????,
DS mode??????????????????????.
???, ?????????????????????????? 6-16???. ?????, ?
????????????????????, ??????, ??????????, ??????
????????, ??????????????????, ??????????????.
? 6-14 SS mode? DS mode????????????????
103
? 6-15 SS mode? DS mode??????????????????
? 6-16 SS mode? DS mode????????????
104
6.4 ??????????
3????? RFEA????, ???????????????????????????. ?
????, ???????????? Z = 2 cm????????.? 6-17??????????
????????, ? 6-18???????????????????????. ? 6-17??, DS
mode???, RFEA???????????????, SS mode???????????????
????????????????. ???? 6-18???????????????? DS mode
???, SS mode????????????????????????????. ???, ???
???????????, DS mode???????????????????????????,
????????????????????????????????????????. ???,
????????? 40 V???, ???? 130 V? 30 %?????????????????




? 6-17 SS mode? DS mode????????
105
? 6-18 SS mode? DS mode? IEDF??
? 6-19??? 6-20?, DS mode???????, ? 6-21?? 6-22? DS mode??????
???????????????. ? 6-19????, ????????????????????
??????????. ??, ??????????????????????????????
?. ???, ????????????????????, ?????????????????,
????, ??????????, ????????????????????????????
???????, ?????????????????????????????????. ??,






??? 6-21?? 6-22????, ???????????? RFEA?????????????
????????, ????????????????????. ???, ???????????
????????, ???????????????????, ????, ???????????
????????????????????. ???, ? 6-23????????????????
?????????????????. ???????????????????????. ??,
????????????, ????????????????????????. ??, ? 6-17
??? 6-23?????, ??????????????, ??????????????, ???
?????????????????????????????.
??????, ???????? 3 Aeq????60 eV??, ?????????? 5 Aeq??
? 40 eV????????????????? 40 ∼ 50 %?????????????????
????????. ???, ?????????????, ??????????????????








????, ?????????????? End Hall???????, ???????????
???????????????, ?????????????????, ??????????
RFEA??????????????????, ??????????. ??????????.
• ?????, ?????????? Single Stage mode(SS mode)???, ????????
????, ???, ????????????? Double Stage mode(DS mode)?????





• DS mode??????????, SS mode?????? 20 %???????????. ?
??, DS mode??, ?????????????? RF????????, ???????
???????????????? SS mode???????, ?????????????
???????????????????. ??, SS mode??????????????
??????????, DS mode?????????????????????, ????
????????. ??????, ?????, ????????????????????
??????????????????????.
• MOSFET???????????????????????????, DS mode?? SS
mode?????? 1??? 3×1013 cm−3?????????????,?????????














???????????. ???, ?????????????, ???????????????
????????. 1©?????????????????????, 2©???????????
??????????????????, ??????. ?????????, ????????
????????. ??, 3©???????????, ???????????????????
??, ????????????????????????????. ???, ????????
???????, ??????????????????????????????, 4©????
?????????????, ??????? RF????? 9????? 5?????????.
???, ????????????????, 5©??????????????????????
??????, ??????????. ?????, ?????????????????????
????, ????????????????, ?????????????????. ?????
????????????????????????????????????????, ???
? 10 ms??????????????????????????????, ?????????
????????????????. ?????? Setting I???, ? 7-1?????? Setting
II???????????????, ? 7-2? (?)??????????, (?)????????
















? 7-4??????????????????????????. ? 7-4???????? Setting
II??, Setting I???????????, ??????????????????????. ?
??, ?????????????????????????, ???????????????
???????. ??????, ????????????????????????, ????
??????????????????????. ??, Setting II?????????????




? 7-4 ??????????????????: DS mode
7.2 ??????????
? 7-5?? 7-6????? DS mode? SS mode????? Setting I? II??????. ??
?????, ??????????? Setting II???????????????????. ??
??????????, DS mode????, ??????????????????????, ?
?????????????????????????. Setting I??, ???????????
??????????????????, ?????????????????????????
????, Setting II?? DS mode???, ?????????????????????, ??
????????????????????????????. ??, ????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????, ????????????????????????. ???, ?????
?, RF????????????, ??????????????????, ?????????
????????????????????????. SS mode????, ??????????
???, ??, ????????????????????, ?????????????????
????, ?????????????????????. ??, ??????????????
???????, ?????? 130 V?? 150 V????????. ?????, ???????
???????????????????????, DS mode???? 7× 1013 cm−3, SS mode
???? 2 × 1013 cm−3 ????????????????. ??, RF???????????
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?????????????, ??????????????????. ?????, ? 7-7???
?????????????, ?????? 7-8??????, ??? 2 cm??????????
????????????????. ?????, ??????????????????, RF?
???????????????????????????.
? 7-5 ?????????????????????: DS mode
? 7-6 ?????????????????????: SS mode
115
? 7-7 Setting II????????????: ?????





???????. ?????, ???? Setting II??? 7-9??????, ??????????
??????, ??, ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????. ? 7-10????????, ????
100 V??????? Setting I?????????????????????????????
??. ??, ??????????? 85 eV?????, ???? 150 V? 6??? 57 %????
????????????. ??????, Ar?????????????? End Hall????
?????????????????????. ??????????????????????
???????, ???? Hall??????, 8??????????????????????.
???, ?????????????????????????, ??????????????
??????????????????.
? 7-9 ??????????? IEDF???: DS mode
117
? 7-10 ??????????????????????: DS mode
7.4 ???????
????????, ???????????????????????,???????? Setting
I? 2????????????? 7-11?????. ???? 7-12??, ???? Setting II??
??? DS mode? SS mode???????? DS mode???? SS mode??? 45 %???
????????????. ??????, ????????????????????????
??? Hall????? 20 %?????????????????, ??????? 2?????
?????, ?????????????????? 5 kW?????????????????





? 7-11 ???????????????????????: DS mode
? 7-12 Setting I???????????: ?????
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??, ? 7-13??? 7-16?, ??????????????????????????DS mode
?? SS mode??????????????. ?????????????, DS mode????
????? 2 Aeq????, ?????????????? 30 V????????????, ?
???DS mode?? SS mode???, ??????????????????????????
???????, DS mode???? SS mode????????????????. ???, ???
???????????, ???? DS mode????? 100 V?????????. ???, 6?
?? 6-7??????????????????????????. ? 7-13????DS mode?
??????????????????????????????, ????????, ????
????????????????????????. ????????, ??????????
?????, ?? 1000 ???????????????. ??, ???????????????
?????????, ? 7-17? DS mode?????????, ???????????????
?, ?????????????????????, ????????????????????
??????, ???????????????.
? 7-13 Setting II?????????????: DS mode
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? 7-14 Setting II?????????????: SS mode
? 7-15 Setting II??????????????: DS mode
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? 7-16 Setting II??????????????: SS mode
? 7-17 Setting II???????????????: DS mode
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7.5 ????????????????
??????? End Hall?????????????, ??????????, ???????
???????????????. ????????????????????????????
????????????, ????????????? 150 V??????, ??????? 6
??? 85 eV????????. ??????, ?????????? 150 V?????????
???????. ???, ????????????????, ???????????????
? 7-18?????? Setting III?????????. ??????, 1©RF??????????
????????????????????????????????? 2©?????????
????????? 20 Ω?? 2 Ω??????????. ????????????, ? 7-18?




??????????. ??, ????????????, ?????????????????
??????, ??????????????????????, ??????????????
????????????????. ???????????????????????????
Ar?????????, ???????????????????. 2©?????, ??????
??????????, ?????????????????????. ???, ???????
????????????????????, ???????????????????????
??????????. ???, ??????????????????, ??????????
????. ??????????????-??????????????? 7-20???. ???
??, ??????? 20 Ω?? 2 Ω??????, ?????????? Setting II? 130 V?
? 210 V?????????????. ?????, ???????????????, ????
??????, ???? 210 V?? 15 A?????????????? 20 A? 8??????













????????????. ?????, ????????? BZ ∼ |5| mT??????????
???????????. ???, 4????????, ??????????MOSFET????
?????????????????????, ??????????????????????
?????, ? 7-21????????????????.
??, Setting II? III?????????????????. ? 7-22????, Setting III??
????????????, ?????? 20 V??????????????, ????????
????????????. ???????????????????????????????
???????? 6?????????????, ???????? Setting III????????
????????, ????????????????????????. ??????, Setting
III??, Setting II??? 80 V??????????????????, ??????????
?????????? 20 V??????????. ???, ?????????????????
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? 7-21 ???????????????????: Vacc = 210 V




????????. ????, ????????????????, ??????????? 100 V
?????????????. ???, ?????????????????, ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????.
7.5.2 ???????????
??, ??????????????????????????. ? 7-23????, ?????
????????????????????????????????. ???????????
??, Setting III??????????????? 100 eV??????, Setting I??? 60 eV
??????. ??, ????? 150 V????????, DS mode??? SS mode?????
??????????????? 7-23?????. ???, ??????????????, ??
???????????, SS mode?????????????????????????, DS
mode??????????????????????????. ??????????????
????????????????, ???????? 7-24?????, ???? 150 V???
57 %????????????, ????? 50 %?????????, SS mode????? DS
mode????? 40 %??????????. ????????????????, ? 7-20??
??????????????????????????????????. ?????????




Hall??????, ????????????????????????. ?????, ????







???, Setting III????????????????. ??, ??????????????
?????????????????. ? 7-25????, ?????? 100 V?????????
?, ?????????????????????. ???, ????? 150 V????????




??, ? 7-26?? 7-27????????????????????. ???????????
???, ?????????????? 24 mN, ????? 1200 ???????. ??, ????
?? 24 mN???????, ?????? Setting I??????? 9 mN?? 3???????
?. ???, Setting III? SS mode??, ?????????????????????????
?????????????, ??????????????????????????????
????. ???????????, ???????????????????????????
??????????????????, ?????, SS mode???????????????
???????????????????. ????????????????????, ???
???????????????????, ??????????????, ?????????
???????, ????????????. ?????????, ??????????????
???, ???????????????????. ?????????, ??????????









????????????? End Hall?????, ??????????, ?????????
??????????????????????????????. ?????????????,
??????????????????????????, ?????????????????
?????????????. ???, ???? m˙, ???? uex ?????????????.
F = m˙uex (7-1)
??, ?????, ?????mi, ?????? ne, ????? uB , ????? S ????,
m˙ = mineuBS (7-2)


















F ∝ f(n, Vacc) (7-5)
???, ????????????????, ????????????, ???????????
????. ????????????????????????????????????, ??
???????????????, ??????????????????????????, ?
??????????????, ??????????????. ?????, ?????????
????, ???????????????, ?????????, ??????????????.
????, ? 7-28??????????????????????????????, ? 7-29
???????????, ????????????????????????????????
?. ? 7-28???????????????????????????????, ??????
?, ?????????????????????, ????????????????????
??. ???, ? 7-1??????? uex??????????????????, ???????
????????????. ???, ? 7-29????????????, ???????????
????????, ??????????????????????????????. ????
?, ????????????????????????, ?????????????????
????????????????. ?????, ????????????, ?????????
????????????????????????????????????.
???, ? 7-30????????????, ???????????????????????
???????????. ??, ?????????????????????????????
????. ???, 4 kW????????, ??? 5 mN?? 11 mN??????, ?????
????? 550 ??? 400 ??????, ?????????????????????????
??????????. ?? 5 mN???? 550 ?????????????, ????????
??????????. ??????????????, 4?????????????????
?????????????, ????????????????. ??????????, ??
??????, ?????????, ????????, ??????????????????.
?????????????????????????????, ????????????.
???, ?? 11 mN???? 400 ??????????????, ?????????????
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?????. ??????????, ??????????, ????????????????
?, ????????????????. ???, ?????????????????????
????. ??????????????????????????????, ????????











????, ?????????????? End Hall????????????????, Setting
II??? Setting III????????????????. ??????????.
• ???????????????????, Setting II????????????, Setting I
?????????????. ???, ??????????????? Setting III??,
Setting II?????????????, ?? 210 V??????????????.
• Setting II?????????????, ???????????????????, Setting
I??????????????????. ????, Setting II??, RF?????? 2??
??Double Stage mode (DS mode)?? 7× 1013 cm−3, ????? Single Stage mode (SS
mode)?? 2× 1013 cm−3?, Setting I???????????????????????.
• ???????????????????, ???????????????, ?????
???? Setting II????? 85 eV???, ??????? 6????????, Ar??
???????????? End Hall????????????????????????
???.
• Setting II????,??????????????????????????,??? Setting
I? 2???????. ??, Setting II? DS mode? SS mode????????????
????, DS mode?? SS mode????? 45 %???????. ???, ???????
?? Single Stage mode??? Double Stage mode?????????, ????????
????????, Single Stage mode???Double Stage mode???????. ????
???????? Hall???????????, ???????????????????
??????, 5 kW???????????????????????????.
• Setting III??, ?????????????????????, ????????????
?????, ????????????????????????????????. ???
????, ????????????????????. ??????, ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????.
• Setting III?????????????????, ????????????. ????, ?
???????????????????????????????, ?????????
??????, ???????????????, ???????????????100 eV
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??????. ???, ?????????????, ?????????????????
???????????????????????????.







?????, ?????????????????????????? End Hall??????
?????, ????????. ????????.
• ????? 100 ∼ 400 kHz?MOSFET???????????????????????
??????? Ar??????????, ?? 7 ×1013 cm−3 ????????????
1.5 ×1013 cm−3/kW???????????.
• Ar???? RF????? End Hall?????????????????, ????? 57
%?????. ??, ???? 210 V??????, ??? 100 eV???????????
?. ????????, Ar?????????????? End Hall??????????
???????????.
• 1???? Single Stage mode???, RF?????? 2????Double Stage mode??
????????, ?????????????, ??????????. ???, RF???
???????????? End Hall?????DC??????????????, ???
???????????????????, ?????????????, ????????
??????????????????????.
• ?????, ??????????????????????????????, ?????
???????????????????????????????.
• ????? Single Stage mode???, RF?????? 2???? Double Stage mode?
?????????, 45 %?????????????. ???, ????????? Single
Stage mode??? Double Stage mode?????????, ?????????????





• RF????? End Hall??????????????????, ???????????,
?????????? 6 ?????????. ???, ???? Hall???????, ??
????? 8 ?????????????. ?????, ??????????????, ?









• ????????????????? Hall????? 300 V?????????, ???
??????? 600 V?????????????. ??, ??????????????
????????? 210 V???, ?????????????????????????.
?????????????????, ?????????????????. ???, ??
?????????????????, ???????????????????. ????















????????, ?????????????????????????. ??, ?????
?????????????????, ?????????, ????????????????
??, ??????????????, ?????????????????. ??, ?? 3???
?????????????????????????, ????????????, ???, ??
???????????????????????. ??????, ?????????????
????????, ?? 3?????????????????????????????, ??
?????????????????????????????????. ?????, ????
???????? 0??????, ????, ??????, ???????????????. ?
?????????.
?????????????????????????, ?????????????????
????????. ???????, ??????????????????, ????????
?????????. ???????????.
???????????, ??????????????????????????????,




???, ?????????, ???????????????????, ?????, ????
??, ?????, ?????, ?????, ?????, ????, ?????, ?????, ???
??, ??????, ?????, ?????, ????, ??????, ?????, ??????,
?????, ?????, ????????, ????????????? 1???????, ??
???????, ??????, ?????, ?????, ?? 1??????, ????, ????
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